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Fiumicino Airport 

EUKLIS srl, based in Trezzano sul Naviglio, is an Italian company with the 

mission of producing technological solutions for security, videosurveillance, 

access control and telecomunications.  

EUKLIS is a registered brand since 2007, which has acquired increasing 

market shares in recent years.  

In Italy, EUKLIS is among the accredited brands of some of the most im-

portant critical infrastructures for security: 10 of the major Italian airports, 

7 highway authorities, 20 among the most important governmental buildings.  

Furthermore, many industrial sites, 5 of the highest towers in Italy and more 

than 500 cities have adopted EUKLIS cameras for their security. 

Outside of Italy, EUKLIS is well known due to important projects realized in 

Spain, Portugal, France and all the Middle East.  
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«The innovation of our way of thinking the security of people and critical 

infrastructures, consists in the inversion of the classical approach which 

chases technology and tries to adapt in order to create an original product, 

maybe unique for the market, into an approach which imagines a solution 

for a specific need and plans a product using the best available technolo-

gies of the market. 

 

EUKLIS is an Italian company which goes beyond technology and imagines 

and plans solutions. 

EUKLIS is Security Continuity, because security is a value which can not be 

realized with disposable products.  

EUKLIS is Smart, because technology has to simplify the developement of 

the tasks of a security operator. 

EUKLIS is Competitiveness, because the efficiency of an investement is 

measured in time and not only with the parameter of price » 

           Dott. Antonmarco Catania*  

           President of EUKLIS srl 

 

*In the middle of the photo, together with the two other founders, the Ing. Ludovico Paveri Fontana and the Doct. Riccardo Franchi. 
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Planning and Consultancy 

EUKLIS, thanks to a laboratory of 

engineers with long-time experi-

ence in developing products, in 

particular for the security market, 

is able to offer services of consul-

tancy, projects and IT integrations, 

using the most advanced program-

ming techniques. A security system not only consists 

in connected products, but in pro-

cesses controlled by human being 

through technologies.  
 

EUKLIS’ planning starts from the 

design of the system for the support 

of those processes, until the reali-

zation of software programs when 

products in the market are not 

available. 
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Manufacturing Process 

For the basic components, sensors 

and DSP, EUKLIS has no doubts: the 

best quality of images is guaranteed 

by the exclusive use of Sony com-

ponents. 
 

The pre-assembly is realized within 

Korean factories where employees 

of EUKLIS take care of every step 

of that phase. 
 

Finally, the last assembly, with the 

software, the carpentry and the 

body, realized in Italy, takes place in  

Trezzano sul Naviglio, close to Mi-

lan, where great attention is dedi-

cated to the quality control. 

The EUKLIS production process 

always starts with the analysis of a 

need not satisfied by the products 

available on the market. 
 

In the research and development 

laboratories, we imagine the solu-

tion, we write all the software and 

the firmware, we design the hard-

ware thanks to the most advanced 

development techniques and we 

realize the prototypes. 
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Products and Solutions 

EUKLIS’ catalogue includes products 

and solutions. 

All our solutions may be customized 

and integrated with what other man-

ufacturers propose. 
 

EUKLIS’ cameras use only long time 

life components at high perfomance 

guaranteed by Sony. 

 

The software and firmware are 

completely realized by EUKLIS 

which guarantees quality and perfo-

mance related to issues with Cyber 

Security. 

 

A continuos certification program 

guarantees compatibility with 

standars as Onvif and the most im-

portant manufacturers.  
 

Data sheets of all products are on 

the website:  
 

www.euklis.com 

Milan Porta Nuova Varesine 
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FaRe 

Face Recognition Suite 

FaRe is an innovative suite of ad-

vanced functions for the security 

and is based on face biometric data, 

captured by the video streams of 

videosurveillance cameras. 
 

FaRe functions as a stand-alone 

platform, or can be integrated in 

VMS, Access Control systems or 

PSIM of the major manufacturers.   FaRe uses the most recent face 

recognition available technologies. 
 

FaRe can be used for different ap-

plications: anti-terrorism, re-

search of suspicious people, mon-

itoring of frequent visitors, visual 

support to an access control sys-

tem, control of passports and 

electronic ID.  
 

FaRe Totem is a small column 

provided with a 4K2K camera, a 

mirror monitor, a badge and pass-

port reader for the crossing con-

trol, already integrated with the 

turnstiles of the major manufac-

turers. 
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KlisHyCloud 

VideoSurveillance As A Service 

KlisHyCloud is a complete line of 

technologies and services able to 

guarantee VideoSurveillance As A 

Service to local police, to surveil-

lance institutes but also banks and 

store chains. 

KlisHyCloud Cam is a complete line 

of high tech cameras which use 

Stratocast Genetec Cloud protocol 

and local memorization on SD. 
 

KlisHyCloud Server   is ruggedized  

server with temporary storage 

functions in the event of a pro-

longed drop in connectivity. 
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City&Cars 

License Plate Recognition Suite 

City&Cars is a complete suite of ad-

vanced functions related to the infor-

mation given by the number plate. 
 

City&Cars functions as a stand alone 

platform or can be integrated in VMS, 

in access control systems or PSIM of 

other manufacturers. 
 

City&Cars supports different brands 

of LPR cameras such as Tattile, 

Genetec AutoVu, ARH. 

City&Cars can be connected to the  

Italian Ministry Database in order 

to find information of cars. 
 

City&CarsLPC is  the  EUKLIS 

camera, provided with MULTI- 

SHUTTER Control  up to  

1/400000, designed  for  the   

capture of plates of cars running 

at high speed. 

 

City&CarsSOFT is the module of 

software plate recognition to  

combine with  a C&C LPC Cam. 

City of Medio Polesine 
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Luxury 360 

Fisheye Fashion LINE 

Luxury 360    is the complete line of 

panoramic cameras with fisheye lens 

from  6 to 12 megapixels. 
 

Luxury 360 provides the function of 

dewarping hardware and is integrated 

with the most important VMS plat-

forms for a good dewarping software. 
 

Luxury 360   can be supplied 200   

colors, can be customized or can be in   

IK10 version. 
 

Luxury 360 is provided with invisible 

IR LED. 
 

Luxury 360  is certificated ONVIF and 

Genetec protocol. 

Luxury 360   is ideal for all the in-

ternal where the need is to use a 

limited number of cameras that, at 

the same time, have an attractive 

look and a suitable color to the 

design of the building. 

Bank Intesa San Paolo Turin 
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KLIS Dome 

PTZ LINE 

KLIS Dome is a line of PTZ cameras, 

ideal when a security operator has 

to focus distant objectives in big ar-

eas with few visibility or in absence 

of light. 
 

KLIS Dome is a complete line of PTZ 

cameras from 2 megapixel to 4K2K 

with optical zoom beyond 30x.  

KLIS Dome is available with IR 

lights integrated and syncronized  

with the optical zoom of the camera 

to cover distances to 500 meters. 
 

KLIS Dome is available with fiber 

optic interface. 
 

KLIS Dome develops functions of 

advanced video analysis and can be 

integrated with the most important 

manufacturers of VMS. 
 

KLIS Dome is certificated ONVIF 

and Genetec protocol. 
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PROFIBULLET 

Professional Bullet LINE 

City of Bari 

PROFIBULLET   is provided with mo-

torized optic 30x which can be      

configured by remote and lights which 

can cover distances of 40, 70 or 100 

meters. 

 

PROFIBULLET  can be fed as a simple 

bullet via POE . 
 

PROFIBULLET for applications near  

the sea is available in marine version. 
 

PROFIBULLET is certificated ONVIF 

and Genetec protocol. 

PROFIBULLET    is a complete 

professional line of cameras from 

2 to 12 megapixel, created to 

maintain the same semplicity of 

installation of bullet cameras, even 

when the area is distant 100 me-

ters.  
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KLIS Bullet 

Bullet LINE 

KLIS Bullet can develop advanced 

video analysis integrated with the 

most important VMS manufacturers. 
 

KLIS Bullet is available in Riloka ver-

sion, provided with SD card, power 

back and battery. 

KLIS Bullet  is a complete line of 

cameras from 2 megapixel to 

4K2K varifocal or with motorized 

optic and  integrated illuminators. 
 

KLIS Bullet  is available in IK10 

version. 

 

KLIS Bullet is certificated ONVIF 

and Genetec protocol. 

Intersec Dubai 
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KLIS Minidome 

Fix MiniDome LINE 

Venice Airport 

KLIS MiniDome is certificated ONVIF 

and Genetec protocol. 

 

KLIS MiniDome  can develop advanced 

video analysis functions with the most 

important VMS manufacturers. 

 

KLIS MiniDome  is a complete line 

of minidome from 2 megapixel to 

4K2K varifocal or with motorized 

optic and integrated illuminators. 
 

KLIS MiniDome   is available in  

IK10 version. 
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KLIS Enc 

Encoder LINE 

KLIS ENC is certificated ONVIF and 

Genetec protocol. 
 

KLIS ENC inside Genetec systems, 

needs Analog license where the price 

is a quarter of a regular license. 

KLIS ENC  is the ideal solution for 

converting analogic cameras and 

insert within a Network Video 

Record. 

 

KLIS ENC is able to convert ana-

logic video streams in 4 CIF/960H. 

 

KLIS ENC can be supplied in the 

configuration of 1 or 4 entries and 

in the case of  PTZ, supports the 

configuration  in daisy chain. 

Milan Subway 



Pavilion Zero Expo 2015 Milan  


